Newsflash: Markets higher amid the chaos
Tuesday 2 June
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The deaths of three African Americans in recent days have fuelled protests in the US over police brutality
of minority groups. In the most recent death, the police officer has been charged with murder. Dozens of
US cities have imposed overnight curfews, and President Trump has threatened to deploy the US army on
America soil if US state governors did not quell the unrest.
Globally equity markets have continued to recover; however, April and May were slow and steady
compared to the initial recovery in March. JP Morgan sees an opportunity for stocks to continue to rise due
to the rebalancing of portfolios. Fund managers are holding cash at levels rarely seen in history, according
to Bank of America Corp. The markets, however, are being driven only by sentiment, as corporate profits
are incredibly depressed.
The increase in deaths from the virus has slowed in the US and western Europe. The US continues to lead
with over 105 thousand fatalities. South Africa’s deaths have increased by 224 to 705. The vast majority of
deaths (525) have occurred in the Western Cape. South Africa has recorded the 32nd most deaths globally.
The most significant increase in mortality has been seen in Brazil to just under 30 thousand.
The SA lockdown was eased yesterday with more businesses able to begin trading again. A limited opening
of government schools was planned to begin; however, this was delayed by a week due to a lack of
readiness. Western Cape schools did, however, open for grades 7 and 12. The evening curfew has been
lifted, alcohol is now available for sale, and one can exercise between the hours of 6 am and 6 pm.
.
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